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The region I have studied is the Basque region in Spain. 

This area covers 20,000 square kilometres. It is located next to the western end 

of the Pyrenees along the coast of the Bay of Biscay.There are seven districts 3 

in France and 4 in Spain. Three of the Spanish districts form one political unit 

called “Euskadi”. 

The city of Bilbao is the focal point. It has a population of 2 million people. It is 

well known for demanding independence.The Basques have lived in this area 

for 5,000 years and developed their own cultural identity. When the Romans 

came to Spain in 180bc they failed to conquer them due to their location in the 

rugged mountainous terrain of the Pyrenees. 

Their geographic isolation from the other influences has led to genetic 

differences between them and their neighbours France and Spain. They have a 

lighter completion in contrast to native French and Spanish people.        

Even their blood group is different to other groups in European culture as they 

have by far the highest percentage of blood group “O” Rhesus negative in 

Europe. 

Language: 

Their language Euskera differs from all other European languages. The survival 

of the language has been a factor in the survival of this cultural region.It is one 

of the oldest living languages and is spoken as their first language by around 

half a million Basques. 

During the reign of the Spanish dictator Franco, the Euskera language was 

banned. Secret schools were set up called “Iskastolas” to teach the language to 

school going students in defiance of his policy. Nowadays the language stands a 

co-official language with Spanish. 

Political conflict: 

Tensions rose in the past when the Spanish government under General Franco 

banned all expressions of Basque culture most notably the language and he 

imprisoned anyone who spoke out against his ban. 

One group to react to the government repression was the nationalist group 

called ETA. This group are responsible for the deaths of over 800 hundred 

people due to its bombing campaigns and assassinations in its drive to gain 

independence. 



In return for peaceful co-existence the government granted the region a high 

level of autonomy in 1979. This had a good effect as it weakened support for 

ETA. Also there has being a ceasefire since 2006. 

The Basques have been granted their own parliament in Bilbao. It overseas local 

government affairs in areas such as cultural affairs, education, economic 

development and the environment. 

Nowadays:  

Basque identity is widely celebrated. Festivals have galvanised their unique 

culture and the city of Pamplona has become world famous for its bull races. 

Even Basque cuisine focused on seafood has become more popular through 

Spain and all major cities have Basque restaurants. 

Finally, all these factors help to define the culture of the Basque region 

 


